With 5 patents pending and nearly a decade of research and
development behind it, Heavy-Haul has its answer.

A New Era in Heavy-Haul Transport

LIFE IN HEAVY-HAUL TRANSPORT
Does this sound familiar?
Your Logistics Manager is scheduling first inbound transport from the factory.
Another branch’s Equipment Manager is coordinating outbound customer deliveries and
possibly inter-branch transfers.
Your Rental Manager is scrambling to line up trucks to meet the demands of his mostly local
customers.
Your Used Equipment Manager is bringing machines in from remote locations and transporting
them out to various new locations.
Your Service Manager is scrambling to arrange transport so he can repair a machine for a high
profile customer who cannot afford for the machine to be down.
Each of these employees all working for the same
company, makes independent freight arrangements. If
they had a view of the company’s complete freight
picture, could they arrange more backhauls? Could they
take advantage of an empty spot on a trailer? Could they
get the job done with fewer carriers without sacrificing
service?
No wonder heavy-haul transport has the worst utilization rate
of any transport segment. Heavy-haul truckers even assume
that they won’t have a backhaul. They typically return home
with no freight on their trailers. We call this “hauling sailboat
fuel.”
How can you give them the decentralized control they require
and still get the savings and efficiency that comes with a
centralized transport program?

Consider VeriTread for Business. It will give you the control you need. It even displays in
your company’s trade dress - using your company’s name, logos, and colors. Your company
becomes a constant presence in the working lives of your employees and a symbol to your
stakeholders.
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EASY... POWERFUL... YOURS!
VeriTread for Business is specifically designed for
heavy equipment dealerships
manufacturers
auction houses
rental companies.
Based on nine years of research and analysis, this innovative freight management platform gives
you the cost savings of centralized freight management coupled with increased safety by matching the correct hauling configuration for each load, confirming the safety record of the carrier, and
verifying carrier insurance. All of these benefits, while you retain the flexibility and ease of decentralized control and improve management decisions.
Savings Made Simple
• Centralized freight management and your entire supply chain at a glance
• New insights to empower smarter, more informed decisions
• Extended reach among suppliers
• Direct transactions with suppliers; no middlemen
• An end to uncertainty
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Reduce Risk and Monitor Compliance
Automatically track performance and monitor carrier compliance. VeriTread monitors carrier
insurance levels, past performance, and other key safety data to ensure you know with whom you
are doing business. Only your approved carriers are able to bid on your shipments.
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Build & Optimize Your Own

Transportation Network
• Effortlessly invite your current carriers to join or easily find and evaluate new ones from inside the
VeriTread marketplace.
• Every job gives you a choice: directly dispatch, shop only preferred carriers, or shop thousands of
VeriTread’s pre-approved carriers.
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Automate
Gain a competitive advantage by replacing inefficient and error-prone processes with automated
mobile solutions that boost productivity and increase your revenue.

Data Insights
Improved analytics allow you to better align capacity with
demand, boost efficiency, and improve your overall
transportation operation.

It's Your Brand
VeriTread displays itself in your
company’s trade dress - with your
company name, logos, and colors.
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HOW TO REDUCE YOUR FOURTH LARGEST EXPENSE
WITHOUT SACRIFICING SAFETY OR SERVICE
Freight management. You manage your bids in
one place, track your shipments in another, and
monitor your carriers in still another. You have a
multitude of people making independent freight
decisions with little insight into the company’s big

The Principle Pain Points of
Heavy-Haul Shipping...
Unused capacity resulting from
uncoordinated loads

freight picture. Communication is ad hoc and
sporadic. The bidding process is spotty at best.
The result is increased costs, poorly managed
timelines, risks to customer satisfaction, and
restrictions on your ability to generate revenue.
Answer: VeriTread’s Control Center. The
VeriTread Control Center, displayed for you in
your company’s trade dress, puts all your critical
business activities in one place, where they can

Liability from increased or hidden
risks
Errors resulting from communication
failures
Wasted time and frustration due to
mismatched carriers, loads, and
locations
Faulty budgets and cost projections
resulting from lack of information
about loads

inform and impact each other. It automates them.
Now you can effortlessly manage bids, track
shipments, monitor carriers, and receive
communication in real-time. The Control Center
gives you the insights you need to make smarter,
more informed decisions. You reduce confusion,
remove surprises, operate more professionally,

Carriers lacking opportunity to bid on
business they don’t know about
Bad decisions based on inability to
see the full freight picture.

...are eliminated for
VeriTread users.

and grow your business.
Risk and liability. You demand high standards from your vendors, and you check your carrier’s
insurance levels once every Feburary. But how can you ensure that the level of insurance they
have in February is the same level they have one month later? How can you get the best price if
you are reduced to bids from only the handful of pre-approved carriers? How can you know
which carriers have the technical capabilities to perform a given job? Which ones will deliver the
level of service you need? The transportation market can be unclear, and you have little to work
with besides industry secrets, personal connections, and guesswork.
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Answer: VeriTread Carrier Cloud. The VeriTread Carrier Cloud puts all relevant carrier information
at your fingertips and lets you manage it the way that works best for you.
Group and engage your carriers in a logical and unified way. Build and optimize your own custom
transportation network – or tap directly into VeriTread’s nationwide network. You can engage service
providers individually, as a group, or as a whole. The VT Carrier Cloud meticulously catalogues
every carrier and freight forwarder to understand their exact capabilities, safety ratings, insurance
levels, and service geographies. We monitor their insurance level. In fact, it is reported to us directly
from Registry Monitoring every 24 hours. This allows you to easily grow your network by making the
vetting process easier and more accurate; all without sacrificing safety or service. You even have
reviews and references from other shippers, and you have service providers working hard to get
good reviews and references from you!
Non-Competitive Pricing. You have to reach your carriers through brokers. You don’t know the
carriers’ capabilities, and you’re isolated from their pricing policies. Your managers have confidence
in certain carriers and tend to steer the business to them. But are you getting the best deal? Can
another carrier beat it? Can you be sure that a low bidding carrier can do your job safely? Are you
proactively looking for backhaul rates? Are you making the best deal or just rolling the dice?
Answer: VeriTread Shipping Estimator, Bid Management, Carrier Cloud. No two equipment
deals are the same. Sometimes you need a good price, but sometimes you prioritize fast and
reliable service. Sometimes you know the carrier you want, sometimes you don’t. VT’s patent pending Shipping Estimator, displayed in
the Enterprise Solution as your proprietary tool, automates the estimating
process. The only tool built on actual
carrier costs, it provides reliable
estimates with push-button convenience. The VT Bid Management tool
gives you the flexibility to shop freight
the appropriate way – on a
deal-by-deal basis. Directly dispatch
your freight to a single carrier, shop
your job to a group of your preferred
carriers, or shop it to
thousands of VT-approved service
providers that match your compliance
thresholds. Every carrier in the cloud is
insured, bonded, and licensed. You’ll
cut deals that generate revenues and
grow your business.
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Missed Opportunities, Learning and Otherwise. Your market is obscure, and whenever you
concentrate your resources, they are needed somewhere else. Surges in demand catch you by
surprise, meaning missed business in some sectors and unused capacity in others. Prosperity
seems to reward, not effort, but luck.
Answer: VeriTread Advanced Analytics. VT’s advanced analytics solution gives shippers a deep
look into their operations so they can make informed operational decisions. VT knows what data
proves helpful in assessing each party’s performance, identifying areas for improvement, and
providing a better understanding of the overall gains associated with VT.

Data Gathered for you by VeriTread from Your Own Operations
Will Save You Money and Increase Your Control...
Seeing the way resources flow through your business and how jobs are completed lets you
play to your strengths and compensate for your disadvantages. VT gathers and analyzes
critical data on every heavy-haul job:
Heavy equipment volume characteristics (e.g.,weight, length, overall or attachment
width, and height). Allows VT to compare forecasted volumes with actual truck scale
volumes. In addition, this data allows you to measure carrier equipment utilization.

Load tendering results including date/time stamping, measure carrier responsiveness,
as well as a carrier’s ability to provide the needed equipment. In-transit load information
(e.g., en-route location and status) will tell you if a load will or may be late.

Actual pickup and delivery times (e.g., carrier arrival time at pickup, loading time,
carrier departure time at pickup, carrier arrival time at destination, unloading time,
carrier departure time at destination) provide insight into on-time pickup and delivery
performance, as well as carrier dwell time and loading/unloading times.

Freight payment information (e.g., freight bill amount, adjustments, reasons for
adjustments, pay amount, date) lets you measure the accuracy and timeliness of the
freight payment process.
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THE ROI OF VERITREAD
VeriTread worked with a major heavy equipment manufacturer to determine the system’s actual
effect on costs. VeriTread sampled three heavy equipment distributors and averaged their total
transport costs for a given year. In one year, these dealerships performed 9,285 heavy-haul shipments at a total cost of $5,684,390.95. This was during a recession. Examining its shipments load by
load, we calculated VeriTread would have reduced the dealers’ shipping costs for that year by
$1,778,165.74, a savings of 31%.
The calculations and the assumptions we used are detailed in this table...

CASE STUDY: HEAVY EQUIPMENT DISTRIBUTORS
Method of
Savings

Explanation

Assumptions

Annual
Savings

% of Total
Cost

Centralize Freight Better visibility of freight
Activity
operations leads to improved
decision making. Overlapping all
distributor freight activities with
OEM freight activities increases
impact and overall truck
utilization improves.
Stakeholders collaborate more
effectively to save costs by
utilizing backhauls. Backhauls
move at 40% cost reduction as
an industry average.

Assumes backhauls will be
$502,238.00
identified on 20% of all loads
and that the average savings for
a backhaul is 40%. Excludes
70% of customer deliveries,
which tend to be shorter and
have higher service
requirements.

9%

Bid Management With a pool of all vetted carriers,
Tool
the shipper realizes a higher
number of competitive freight
quotes. Trucking prices are
highly situational; this method
drastically reduces cost without
sacrificing service.

Assumes rates will improve by
an average of $400 on 25% of
qualified loads. Excludes all
customer deliveries, which tend
to be shorter and have higher
service requirements.

$503,700.00

9%

LTL
Management

This calculation is based only on $112,591.89
LTL style freight, and only on
20% of that type of freight
moving as full truckload freight. It
assumes 45% savings on this
20%.

2%

The shipper realizes improved
management of capacity.
Finding the empty spot on the
trailer equates to dramatic
savings. Finding carriers that are
better suited for this style of
freight, not commonly found in a
distributor’s network.

Continued
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Method of
Savings

Explanation

Annual
Savings

Assumptions

% of Total
Cost

Link Shippers
Directly to
Carriers

Today 45% of factory freight is
moved on consignment and
marked up 10%-18% by
preferred freight brokers (3PL’s).
This markup is eliminated when
distributors deal directly with
carriers.

45% of all factory freight is
$568,439.10
moved as part of the consignment program. This number was
derived by polling 3 different
distributors.

10%

Eliminate
Mistakes

Showing up with the wrong
equipment or finding improper
load dimensions creates truck
not used fees, a commonplace
in the industry.

Assumes average mistake costs $18,000.00
$500. Assumes the tool will
eliminate 3 mistakes per month.

0.30%

Automation

Lack of automation leads to
inefficient workflow, poor
communication, lack of
collaboration. Load tendering is
performed over the telephone or
via email, leading to wasted
keystrokes, redundant work, and
errors.

Assumes controller spends an
$73,196.75
average of 40 minutes collecting
bids, typing information, communicating with stakeholders, and
reconciling freight bills on each
load. Assumes an average
controller earns $21 per hour.

1%

Estimated Savings Totals:

$1,778,165.74

31%

YOU AND THE VERITREAD POTENTIAL
What would your organization do for a 31% cost savings? Would you adopt a technology...
that increases the transparency of your business?
grows trust among its stakeholders?
eliminates day-to-day frustrations?
makes your work even more interesting and fun?
That savings – and a new era in Heavy-Haul Transport – are as close as your keyboard and mouse!
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THE STORY OF VERITREAD
VeriTread was nine years in the making. Jeff Cox Jr., a seasoned transportation professional with a
third-generation heavy equipment legacy, started an asset-based heavy-haul company in 2004. It
quickly established itself as the most innovative company in heavy-haul transport. The company
developed and started using its web-based freight management system to manage all their internal
freight functions less than a year after it opened its doors. It then began compiling the knowledge
base of equipment specifications, trade secrets, and pricing data that was to become a core asset of
the VeriTread platform.
Although it was profitable from the beginning, Jeff’s company was also an unparalleled research and
development effort. It was the means to realize his dream of a new era in heavy-haul transport.
Jeff’s family has a long legacy in the heavy equipment business, and he grew up inside one of the
world’s largest Komatsu distributors. Jeff has a Bachelor’s Degree in MIS as well as a Master’s
Degree in Finance, both from the University of Central Florida. He spent 10 years with Lockheed
Martin, where he helped guide their overall technology vision through focused leadership and a
capacity to implement cutting-edge technological solutions.
He founded VeriTread in 2012 as an opportunity to combine his two passions – heavy-haul and high
technology. “Nearly a decade ago I resigned from Lockheed Martin,” he said in a recent interview. “I
took my savings and purchased a Peterbilt Tri-Axle Truck and a Fontaine Lowboy Trailer. I had the
technology background required to build VeriTread, but I knew that I would also need a hands-on
understanding of the Heavy-Haul trucking business. It is full of industry secrets and insider
knowledge, and I just had to learn it one load at a time.”
Jeff has successfully operated as an asset-based carrier, a nationwide 3PL provider, and an
International Freight Forwarder. He has experienced first-hand the daily challenges that shippers
and transportation professionals are forced to overcome. In nearly a decade in every aspect of
heavy-haul, Jeff has mastered the art of moving machinery. He has, in fact, turned it from an art to a
science.
Under Jeff’s leadership, VeriTread has created strategic alliances with IronPlanet, Rock & Dirt,
NextTruck, and Yoder & Frey. Linder Machinery, one of the nation’s largest Komatsu distributors,
served as the beta test site for VeriTread for Business. With its technology, experience, and industry
alliances, VeriTread is uniquely suited to overhaul the heavy-haul transport industry.
Don’t be left behind. Get in touch with a VeriTread representative by sending an email message to
sales@veritread.com.
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https://veritread.com

